Mixture models combine multiple components into a single probability density function. They are a natural statistical model for many situations in astronomy, such as surveys containing multiple types of objects, cluster analysis in various data spaces, and complicated distribution functions. This chapter in the CRC Handbook of Mixture Analysis is concerned with astronomical applications of mixture models for cluster analysis, classification, and semi-parametric density estimation. We present several classification examples from the literature, including identification of a new class, analysis of contaminants, and overlapping populations. In most cases, mixtures of normal (Gaussian) distributions are used, but it is sometimes necessary to use different distribution functions derived from astrophysical experience. We also address the use of mixture models for the analysis of spatial distributions of objects, like galaxies in redshift surveys or young stars in star-forming regions. In the case of galaxy clustering, mixture models may not be the optimal choice for understanding the homogeneous and isotropic structure of voids and filaments. However, we show that mixture models, using astrophysical models for star clusters, may provide a natural solution to the problem of subdividing a young stellar population into subclusters. Finally, we explore how mixture models can be used for mathematically advanced modeling of data with heteroscedastic uncertainties or missing values, providing two example algorithms, the measurement error regression model of Kelly (2007) and the Extreme Deconvolution model of Bovy et al. (2011) . The challenges presented by astronomical science, aided by the public availability of catalogs from major surveys and missions, are a rich area for collaboration between statisticians and astronomers. 
Introduction
Astronomy is the scientific study of objects beyond Earth: planets, stars, galaxies, and the cosmos itself. Observations are made with ground-based and satellite-borne telescopes spanning the entire electromagnetic spectrum from radio through gamma-rays. Data structures and scientific problems are diverse so that many statistical techniques are needed to advanced our understanding of cosmic objects and phenomena. Mixture models have played a significant role in such analyses, though not always under this name. The method is used for many purposes, ranging from the classification of objects in a multi-dimensional parameter space to the study of spatial clustering patterns of stars or galaxies. This second problem has attracted attention among statisticians. A galaxies dataset (Postman et al., 1986) , made up of recessional velocities of 83 galaxies in units of km s −1 , has served as a challenging test case for estimating the number of components in a mixture model.
Astronomical problems involving mixture models often differ from situations familiar from social or biological sciences. For example, astronomical datasets may have unusual forms of the probability density function. Some distributions may be fit with the more conventional log-normal distributions (e.g., masses of globular clusters), Pareto distributions (e.g., initial masses of high-mass stars), or gamma distributions (e.g., galaxy luminosities). However, other, more unusual examples may originate from physical and astrophysical processes: the distributions of photon energies from an X-ray source is dictated by thermal and quantum physics; the approximate distribution of stars in a dynamically relaxed star cluster can be derived from Newtonian gravity; and the distributions of different populations of stars in a galaxy is based on the galaxy's star-formation history.
Other problems apply normal mixture models to "Big Data" produced by wide-field surveys. Here, a telescope can produce exabytes of images from repeated scans of the sky, from which catalogs of billions of sources (rows) with tens of measured properties (columns) are generated. Dozens of diverse cosmic populations may be present in the survey. The most famous of such surveys has been the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Abazajian et al., 2003) , which initially provided spectra for several million stars and galaxies and photometry (brightness measurements) for about 500 million objects in five filters. The scale of surveys continues to grow with the planned Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST; Ivezic et al., 2008) intended to monitor more than 30 billion objects over a thousand epochs during a ten-year timeframe.
Our presentation of astronomical uses of mixture models here is not systematic or comprehensive, but is designed to give a sense of the scope and challenges arising in a variety of settings. We hope this review and commentary will encourage statisticians to share their expertise with astronomers, advancing the characterization and understanding of many facets of the Universe around us.
Clusters of stars and galaxies
Statistical methods have been important for modeling the spatial distributions of astronomical objects that are physically associated. Examples include star clusters and galaxy clusters, both of which are held together by gravity but may exhibit anisotropic and intertwined structures inherited from a complicated formation process. A variety of statistical methods have been used to examine these systems, including hierarchical clustering methods for identifying individual clusters or spatial autocorrelative methods for understanding stochastic patterns.
Galaxy clusters
The strongly clustered spatial distribution of galaxies was recognized from galaxy counts of wide-field photographic plates during the mid-20 th century. Many prominent astronomers conducted studies on this problem (including Edwin Hubble, Harlow Shapley, Fritz Zwicky, Gerard de Vaucouleurs, and P.J.E. Peebles). Several statistical approaches were taken (see the review by de Vaucouleurs, 1971) . One early result was that the frequency distribution of galaxy counts in quadrats followed a lognormal distribution rather than the Poisson distribution expected from spatial randomness. An "index of clumpiness," the ratio of observed to expected variance in number counts, was investigated. The spatial autocorrelation function was found to have signal out to several degrees in the sky. Shane & Wirtanen (1954) produced contour maps of equal surface density based on a uniform kernel, remarking that "So many aggregations stand out prominently that one is tempted to speculate that clustering may be a predominant characteristic of nebular [galactic] distribution." Shane teamed with Berkeley statisticians Jerzy Neyman and Elizabeth Scott to develop statistical models (such as a double Poisson model) of the distribution (Neyman et al., 1953) .
Some analyses can be viewed as mixture models for the galaxy distribution in the nearby universe, although they are not usually described in this way. Abell (1958) conducted a heroic visual survey of the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey plates to identify several thousand individual galaxy clusters using a decision tree applied to visual galaxy counts. Turner & Gott (1976) constructed a catalog of galaxy groups based on a single-linkage agglomerative clustering algorithm. (Their procedure became very popular in the astronomical community under the label "friends-of-friends" or percolation algorithm without awareness of its widespread use in other fields.) Tully (1987) iden-tified clouds, associations and groups of nearby galaxies in three dimensions from a dendrogram procedure with linkages based on the gravitational forces between galaxies.
Statistical approaches to galaxy clustering as a stationary stochastic process was initiated by P.J.E. Peebles in the 1960s based on the two-point (pair) correlation function and the Fourier power spectrum. These were particularly important as they were linked to the astrophysical theory of structure formation in an expanding universe (see the review by Fall, 1979) . For example, Bardeen (1986) examined the correlation functions of peaks in 3-dimensional Gaussian random fields arising from gravitational attraction in an initial spectrum of weak density fluctuations arising from the radiation-dominated era after the Big Bang. Peebles' approaches are still in wide use today; for instance, the faint signal expected from Baryon Acoustic Oscillations, an important test for standard cosmological theory, was recently discovered using the two-point galaxy correlation function from SDSS data (Eisenstein, 2005) .
However, all of these early studies treated galaxy clustering as an isotropic process. But this assumption was radically invalidated as larger telescopes devoted observing time to galaxy redshift surveys. Redshifts represent an approximate measure of galaxy distance in the expanding universe and, when combined with location in the sky, give a 3-dimensional view of the galaxy distribution. When about 1000 redshifts were obtained, the distribution was found to resemble "a slice through the suds in the kitchen sink." The language of galaxy clustering changed: "clusters" were now viewed as the intersections of "filaments," "sheets" and "Great Walls" of galaxies that surround "voids." The volume by Martínez & Saar (2002) lays the foundation between 3-dimensional galaxy statistics and cosmological theory.
Increasing resources were devoted to constructing the 3-dimensional map of galaxies, most notably with the acquisition of more than 2 million galaxy redshifts by the SDSS (Alam et al., 2015) . Figure 19 .1 shows a two-dimensional projection of a small portion of this dataset. The links to cosmological theory are strong. Not only does the SDSS Fourier power spectrum agree well with the standard ΛCDM cosmological model (Tegmark et al., 2004) , but massive simulations of structure formation in a Dark Matter dominated expanding universe accurately reproduce the soap bubble or "cosmic web" appearance of the galaxy distribution (Springel, 2005) .
In light of these developments, it is not clear that mixture models can play a significant role in the characterization or understanding of the galaxy distribution. It is not clear either that the concept of distinct galaxy "clusters" is meaningful. Simple one-dimensional treatments of small datasets, as examined by a number of statisticians (Roeder, 1990; Escobar & West, 1995; Carlin & Chib, 1995; Phillips & Smith, 1996; McLachlan & Peel, 1997; Roeder & Wasserman, 1997; Richardson & Green, 1997; Aitkin, 2001 Aitkin, , 2011 , are no longer appropriate. The multi-scale, high-amplitude, anisotropic, web-like structure of the 3-dimensional galaxy clustering is difficult to treat using standard methods of mixtures, multivariate analysis, or spatial point processes. A number of heuristic algorithms for finding filaments or voids are in use, but with little foundation in statistical theory. There is thus a real need for development of statistical tools -such as two-sample tests for comparing observations with simulations of different cosmological models -that are well-suited to the complexities of galaxy clustering.
FIGURE 19.1
Projection into 2-dimensions of a portion of the 3-dimensional Sloan Digital Sky Survey galaxy redshift survey showing the difficulties of mixture modeling of the "cosmic web" of galaxies in space. https://www.sdss3.org/science/gallery sdss pie2.php
Young star clusters
Star formation is another topic in astronomy where the spatial clustering of objects, in this case young stars, can have important implications. Star formation is an ongoing process in many galaxies, including within our own Milky Way Galaxy, where the current rate is approximately 1 star per year (Robitaille & Whitney, 2010) . Stars form in molecular clouds -the coldest, densest phase of interstellar gas, which are mostly composed of H 2 -when these clouds becomes unstable to gravitational collapse and contracts to form stars. However, gravitational collapse must compete with phenomena that resist collapse, such as cloud turbulence and thermal and magnetic pressures. Thus, star formation is restricted to the densest cloud cores, within which stars form in groups that often merge into temporary rich clusters (Bate et al., 2003) . On galactic scales, new-born stars are concentrated in large complexes known as star-forming regions, which often lie within the spiral arms in many galaxies. These complexes last for several million years, after which most of the stars will have dispersed into the galaxy. However, some of the stars may remain in gravitationally bound groups known as open clusters.
In star-forming regions, the locations of stars reflect the structure of the natal molecular cloud, with the exact relation between cloud and star properties a matter of active research (Lada et al., 2013) . Gravitational collapse of the clouds causes the gas in star-forming regions to collapse and fragment into multiple clumps and filaments, so new born stars will typically be distributed in several subclusters within a star-forming region. An example region is shown in Figure 19 .2 -the image from NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope shows both gas clouds and stars, while the spatial distribution of the stars, selected using data from NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory, reveals multiple subclusters.
Individual stars can be identified and their spatial distributions analyzed in a number of star-forming regions in the Galaxy within a distance of several kiloparsecs -a section of the Galaxy that includes part of our own spiral arm and neighboring spiral arms. In this chapter, we discuss star clusters in 18 different star-forming regions included in the MYStIX study and related studies Kuhn et al., 2017a) . The mixture model analysis for star clusters was performed by Kuhn et al. (2014) , and similar methods were used by Kuhn et al. (2017b) and Getman et al. (2018) . For the mixture model analysis, Kuhn et al. (2014) only used the two variables, right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec), which describe the stars' angular coordinates on the sky. The data are also are limited by the irregular fields of view observed by the Chandra telescope. Information about the third radial dimension of stellar positions in the clusters is also not available. In this example, we will refer to these two spatial coordinates as x and y.
Star-cluster models
Older star clusters that have reached a quasi-equilibrium dynamical state are relatively well-understood, but young star clusters, which are still affected by the initial conditions of star formation, are not. Several families of spherically symmetric model have been used to fit the density profiles of star clusters. These include the isothermal sphere, the King profile, and the Plummer sphere, which are all approximations to quasi-equilibrium distributions of stars in gravitationally bound groups (Binney & Tremaine, 2008) .
For cluster analysis, Kuhn et al. (2014) used the isothermal sphere, which has been shown to provide a good empirical description of the distribution of stars in some young stellar clusters (e.g., Hillenbrand & Hartmann, 1998; Wang et al., 2008; Kuhn et al., 2014 Kuhn et al., , 2017b . The model is unphysical at large distances from the cluster center because the number of stars diverges when
The mid-infrared view of NGC 6357 seen by the Spitzer Space Telescope. The molecular clouds, forming several bubbles, are seen prominently in these images but the star clusters are not immediately evident. Right: The cluster members identified from the X-ray/infrared MYStIX study, which are colorcoded by group from the mixture model. Light grey stars have ambiguous cluster memberships, and dark green stars are members of a distributed population in the model. The core-regions of the various mixture components are shown as black ellipses. Broos et al., 2013; Kuhn et al., 2013 Kuhn et al., , 2014 integrated over all space. Nevertheless, this model provides an adequate fit to clusters within the observed fields of view.
The isothermal sphere has a characteristic "core" radius, r c , which defines the size of the cluster. The distribution of stars projected in 2 dimensions on the sky (the surface-density distribution) can be approximated out to several core radii by an analytic expression known as the Hubble model,
where A is a constant and R is the distance from the center of the cluster. However, many young stellar clusters are not spherically symmetric, but show significant ellipticity (Hillenbrand & Hartmann, 1998; Kuhn et al., 2017b) . Generalization of this model to allow for elliptical contours of equal density requires the introduction of two new model parameters -ellipticity and the ellipse orientation ϕ on the sky. The resulting surface density for the "isothermal ellipsoid" at the coordinates r = (x, y) is described by the equation
where r 0 = (x 0 , y 0 ) is the center of the ellipsoid, and ∆x = x − x 0 and ∆y = y − y 0 . Thus, this cluster-component model has six parameters: x 0 , y 0 , r c , , and ϕ and a normalization parameter A. Kuhn et al. (2014) call this model the "isothermal ellipsoid." However, this model is meant merely as an empirical description of the projected spatial distribution of stars in a cluster, since information about a cluster's dynamical states is lacking. Furthermore, this model is only applicable to the field of view observed by the telescope, which we denote the window W . The "isothermal ellipsoid" model provides a closer match to observed young stellar clusters than other, better understood, statistical distributions like the multivariate normal distributions or Student's t-distribution. Figure 19 .3 shows the cluster NGC 6231 fit with two models, the isothermal ellipsoid model on the left and a multivariate normal distribution on the right. These models show a slice through the two-dimensional surface density maps, with the non-parametrically smoothed data shown in black and the models shown in gray. Surface densities [ordinate] are shown with logarithmic values. While the isothermal ellipsoid provides a good match to the data with only minor deviations at large distances from the center, the multivariate normal model misses both the cluster center and the wings of the distribution. When using normal functions to fit stellar surface density distributions, the modeling tries to compensate for this mismatch by using several, approximately concentric, normal mixture models to fit a single star cluster.
In addition to the "isothermal ellipsoid" components, Kuhn et al. (2014) used an additional component, f U (r) = f U , to model stars distributed uniformly in the field of view. These can either be young stars that are not part of clusters (e.g., a "distributed population") or contaminants in the sample which are expected to exhibit complete spatial randomness. This approach is also used by the well-known normal-mixture-model procedure mclust to deal with noise and outliers (Fraley et al., 2012) .
The mixture model for the spatial distribution of the stellar population will be the sum of the isothermal-ellipsoid models for G clusters plus the unclustered component), each of which is weighted by mixing coefficients, η i . This model is given by the equation,
notes the model parameters. The model thus has six parameters for each ellipsoidal component, θ = (x 0 , y 0 , r c , , ϕ) and one for the uniform component mixing parameter but one fewer degree of freedom because the model must be normalized, yielding 6G dimensions for the full model. 
Model fitting and validation
The log-likelihood for a point pattern within a finite window (W ) is given by the equation (19.4) under the assumption that the pattern of points, {r 1 , ..., r n }, is generated by an inhomogeneous Poisson point process containing n points. The mixture model f θ (r) must be normalized in the window W , which is done by numerical integration due to the irregular shape of the window. The R/CRAN package spatstat also makes use of irregular windows for analysis of spatial point processes (Baddeley et al., 2015) . Kuhn et al. (2014) carried out the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) by directly searching for the maximum of L(θ|r 1 , ..., r n ), rather than using the typical Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach. This method was used because there is no ML formula for the parameters of the isothermal-ellipsoid model for points within an irregular window W . Direct searching can be computationally challenging due to the high dimensionality of the parameter space. While standard optimizers like the EM algorithm treat all of the variables equally, in this case the scientific motivation requires that the clusters be present in two variables (x, y) while the other variables (r c , ϕ, ) are secondary. Kuhn et al. (2014) started the MLE computation with a superset of possible clusters obtained from bumps in an adaptively smoothed surface-density map of the point process. A Nelder-Mead optimization algorithm, implemented in R's function optim, was used to find the global maximum likelihood. In R, even for complicated distributions, with n ≈ 1000 stars and G ≈ 10 cluster components, the Nelder-Mead algorithm produces a reasonable solution in less than 15 CPU-minutes. Kuhn et al. (2014) based model selection on minimizing the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
(19.5)
Results from the mixture model approach
Several nonparametric methods have been used in the astronomical literature for identifying clusters of stars in star-forming regions based on the minimal spanning tree, Voronoi tessellations, kernel density estimation, and nearest neighbor distributions (Schmeja, 2011) . But the parametric mixture-model approach offers a decisive advantage: an astrophysical model from which astrophysical inferences may be devised. Three important quantities obtained from the isothermal ellipsoidal fit to each subcluster are the core radius of the cluster (in parsecs), the central star density (in stars per cubic parsec), and the total number of stars in the cluster. None of these parameters may be obtained from nonparametric methods: the core radius is not clearly defined without a model, inferring 3-dimensional properties from 2-dimensional data require a model, and overlapping clusters impedes counting the number of stars in a cluster. Figure 19 .5 shows, for the full set of 18 star-forming regions, the relations between two of these variables: Σ 0 -the density of stars at the center of a cluster; and r c -the cluster's core radius. This plot is of astrophysical interest because it can be interpreted with astrophysical models about how star clusters form and evolve. For example, decreasing density with increasing radius can be interpreted as an effect of cluster expansion (Pfalzner, 2009) . Subsequent investigation of the ages of stars in these clusters support this interpretation Kuhn et al., 2015 Kuhn et al., , 2017b .
Classification of astronomical objects
Classification is very important to astronomers: a full-text search of the astronomical literature published in 2015 shows that 30% of all papers are concerned with classification. Using modern observatories, it is common for astronomers to gather data from a large number of objects of different types. This can arise from collections of images containing thousands of stars or galaxies in a single field of view, or from fiber-fed spectrographs capable of obtaining dozens of spectra simultaneously. Imaging and spectroscopic observa- Scatterplot showing properties of clusters identified by the mixture-model analysis in 18 star-forming regions. The ordinate is the density of stars at the center of a cluster, Σ 0 , and the abscissa is the core radius of the cluster, r c , both of which are derived from the mixture model. Blue points are clusters from NGC 6357 and the red point is from NGC 6231. The black cross indicates typical 1σ uncertainties on the model's parameters. (Kuhn et al., 2017b) tions provide information that can be used to group objects with similar properties including photometry (the brightness of objects at various wavelength bands), spectroscopy (showing emission and absorption lines from atoms and molecules that are signatures of chemical, thermal, and electromagnetic properties), time-variability data, morphology from structure in the images, and motions on the sky.
Different classes are sometimes clearly distinguished. For example, gammaray bursts have been subdivided into two classes, long-and short-gamma ray bursts, based on distinct peaks in the distribution of prompt burst durations, with a relatively clear division at 2 seconds (Kouveliotou et al., 1993) . However, in other cases, there can be significant overlap in the classes' properties and it may not be possible, with limited data, to reliably classify an object.
One of the first problems in astronomy that used the concept of mixtures was groups of co-moving stars in the Galaxy. These groups, now called stellar associations or moving groups, are important because they can represent groups of stars that all formed in one star-formation episode. In an investigation of star streams in the Galaxy with different kinematic properties (now recognized to be based on spurious data), Eddington (1906) wrote:
We cannot, as a rule, pick out an individual star and decide (from its motion) to which drift [moving group] it belongs. However, we may roughly separate out stars typical of the two drifts and examine their characteristics.
Mixture models are commonly used in astronomy for distinguishing a single class of objects from a mixture of multiple classes of objects. The most-cited papers on mixture models in astronomy by Ashman et al. (1994) and Muratov & Gnedin (2010) describe methods for hypothesis tests to distinguish a unimodal normal distribution from mixtures of multiple normal distributions. Astronomers may interpret the empirical appearance of multimodality as evidence for physically distinct classes, and this is often confirmed through follow-up studies.
Tests for multiple components
A variety of tests for multimodality are used by astronomers, typically based on assumptions of multivariate normal distributions. This often involves the classical likelihood-ratio test, AIC, BIC, or full calculation of the Bayes factor. The null hypothesis of a single class can be rejected in favor of an alternate hypothesis of a mixture of multiple classes (e.g., Jeffreys, 1939; Kass & Raftery, 1995) . However, there is no consistency on the choice of AIC, BIC, or other model selection approach within the astronomical literature.
The use of normal mixture models to perform a hypothesis test of bimodality by Ashman et al. (1994) has been influential in the astronomical literature. They test whether univariate data, {y 0 , ..., y n }, are consistent with a normal distribution (the null hypothesis) or are better described by G equal-width normal distributions (the alternate hypothesis). For the G-component model, the PDF and the complete data log-likelihood are given by the equations,
where the µ i 's are the component means, σ g are the standard deviations, the a i 's are the component mixing parameters, and the z ij 's are indicator variables with value 1 when the jth point is assigned to group i and 0 otherwise. The assignments of points to groups are not known a priori, so the EM algorithm is used, as presented in Chapter 2. We recall here that, during the "E" steps theẑ gi are calculated usinĝ
Then, during the "M" steps maximum-likelihood values of mixing parameters, η g , the group means, µ g , and the variance of the groups, σ 2 g , are obtained with the following equations:
For homoscedastic cases where all components have a common variance, the standard deviation in each "M" step can be obtained from a weighted mean of the of theσ Ashman et al. (1994) used the log-likelihood-ratio test statistic, −2 ln λ = −2( 1 − G ), to test for statistical significance. For mixture models in general, −2 ln λ does not have its usual asymptotic χ 2 distribution due to a breakdown in the regularity condition in the case of finite mixture models (Ghosh & Sen, 1985) . However, for mixture models where the variances of all components are equal, Wolfe (1971) found empirically that a statistic −2C ln λ approximately follows a χ 2 distribution. With d-dimensional data modeled with G 0 (null hypothesis) and G 1 (alternate hypothesis) components, the correction factor is C = (n − 1 − d − G 1 /2)/n and the number of degrees of freedom of the χ 2 -distribution is d.o.f. = 2d(G 1 − G 0 ). Ashman et al. (1994) were unaware of this subtlety and report p-values based on the χ 2 distribution with the approximation C = 1.
A statistically significant identification of multiple components is not sufficient to identify multimodal distributions, because mixtures of closely spaced components may have a single mode, as discussed in Chapter 1. Ashman et al. (1994) used the statistic 6) to measure the separation between components. In the case of equal mixing parameters, a two component distribution will be multimodal when ∆ > 2.
Hartigan's dip test may be used to test for the existence of bimodality of a dataset (Hartigan & Hartigan, 1985) . However, Muratov & Gnedin (2010) argue that, for bimodal distributions with equal mixing parameters and the same value of ∆, the log-likelihood-ratio test is more sensitive to multiple normal-distribution components than the dip test is to bimodality. Nevertheless, in astronomy, the identification of multiple components is often more scientifically interesting than the identification of bimodality in a particular set of variables (Taylor et al., 2015) . lishing the presence of heteroscedastic mixture components. Three statistics are investigated: the log-likelihood-ratio test statistic, the kurtosis of the distribution (a negative kurtosis is a necessary condition of a bimodal distribution produced by a two-component normal mixture model), and the separation between the two components, now defined as
Once the model is fit with the EM algorithm, non-parametric bootstrap resampling is performed to estimate uncertainties on the model parameters and ∆. Finally, the parametric bootstrap is run to estimate the p-value for a unimodal distribution. The statistical tests provided by these codes have been used in many astronomical studies. Most commonly, this test is used to study the distribution in the color of astronomical sources. In astronomy, color refers to the ratio of the amount of light observed in one band (e.g., the V band) to the amount of light in another band (e.g., the B band). Brightness is usually measured in magnitudes, a logarithmic unit where larger values indicate dimmer sources, so a color would be written as B − V , with a larger value indicating relatively more light in the V band than in the B band. Hundreds of papers have referenced these codes in investigations of colors of stars, globular clusters, and galaxies (e.g, Weldrake et al., 2007; Larsen et al., 2001; Kundu & Whitmore, 2001) .
We now present three individual studies that illustrate a variety of common characteristics of astronomical classification problems.
Two or three classes of GRBs?
The two major classes of gamma-ray bursts (GRB), short and long GRBs, were identified by a distinct bimodality in the distribution of burst durations (Kouveliotou et al., 1993) . Today, there is ancillary evidence that the classes are physically distinct: long-duration gamma-ray bursts are produced by collapsars, the implosion of a massive star at the end of its life, while short-duration gamma-ray bursts originate from the merger of binary neutron stars (Nakar, 2007; Abbot et al., 2017) . The early analyses revealing these two the two classes were based on univariate or bivariate distributions, but observations of GRBs provide a larger variety of properties that can be used for classification. Mukherjee et al. (1998) examined the clustering of GRB properties using a larger set of variables than were typically included in previous studies to provide a fuller picture of the classes of GRBs. Their sample consisted of 797 GRB events from the BATSE instrument on NASA's Compton GammaRay Observatory, each of which is described by 15 variables. This analysis suggested the presence of a third group of GRBs with intermediate properties.
The variables in the study included several measures of burst duration, fluence (the total amount of light observed from the burst), and spectral hardness (the average energy of the observed photons). Analysis of these variables showed that several of them are redundant: some mainly add noise to the clustering process, while others were not astrophysically meaningful. A reduced set of five variables was obtained.
Cluster analysis was performed using two methods: hierarchical averagelinkage clustering and normal mixture models. The cluster analysis used unitfree variables obtained through logarithmic transformation of the variables. This practice is more natural for use in astronomy than standardization by the sample standard deviation, since measurements often vary by several powers of ten, and in many cases measurements can be approximated by log-normal distributions. The hierarchal clustering was performed using a Euclidean distance metric (which is unit-dependent), and the number of clusters was selected based on the squared correlation coefficient (the fraction of the total variance accounted for by a partition into G clusters) and the squared semipartial correlation coefficient (the difference in the variance between the resulting cluster and the immediate parent clusters normalized by the total sample variance). Each analysis approach suggested that three classes of bursts are present: Class I (long, bright, soft bursts), Class II (short, faint, hard bursts), and Class III (intermediate, intermediate, soft bursts). The first two categories reproduce the long GRB and short GRB classes, but the third class was new.
The mixture model analysis was performed using the mclust software (Fraley & Raftery, 1998) for normal mixture models where the number of clusters is evaluated using the BIC. The set of variables were further reduced to three for this analysis. The best value of BIC was found for three clusters, with the difference between 2 and 3 clusters being ∆BIC = 68, strongly supporting the results from hierarchical clustering that more than two classes of GRB exist.
It is still not certain whether this third class of GRBs is an astrophysically distinct class. NASA's more recent Swift Gamma Ray Burst and F ermi missions have discovered most known GRBs. Evidence for this third class of GRB has been weaker or absent in these later samples. For example, a multivariate analysis of GRBs detected by Fermi finds that a two-component mixture model is highly favored (Narayana Bhat et al., 2016) . It is possible that the presence of a third component in the original dataset may have been an effect of sample selection caused by uninteresting properties of the BATSE instrument, rather than a distinct astrophysical class.
Removal of contaminants
It is often desirable to obtain a large samples of astronomical objects of a particular type. However, source lists obtained from observations may include contaminants, which are objects of a different type that masquerade as objects of the desired class. It is often difficult to completely eliminate contaminants from a large study without extensive followup observations, but in many cases some level of contamination is acceptable if the contaminant rate is kept sufficiently low. Jordán et al. (2009) performed a study of globular star clusters within nearby galaxies observed by NASA's Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Sources of light were identified within the images taken by HST's ACS camera, which include globular clusters, as well as contaminant foreground stars and background galaxies. (The host galaxy, which contains the globular clusters was ignored in the analysis.) For each of the sources, photometric g and z magnitudes and a characteristic radius, r h , were measured. Foreground stars may be easily distinguished and removed from the catalogs because their radii in the image are nearly zero. Globular clusters typically have smaller radii and brighter z magnitudes than background galaxies, but these two populations overlap. These observations were made for 100 host galaxies, each observation having its own population of globular clusters and background galaxy contaminants.
To distinguish between globular clusters and background galaxies, Jordán et al. used a mixture model strategy. The distribution of globular cluster properties (r h , z) was assumed to be universal for all cases, and was taken from prior knowledge of the well-studied globular cluster properties. The only free parameters is the mean radius, µ r h , of the clusters. The distribution of background galaxy properties (r h , z) was estimated for each observation, using a separate "control field" near to the original observation on the sky. All the sources in these control fields (once stars are removed) were assumed to be background galaxies, and the distribution of these sources was estimated using kernel density estimation. This density distribution has no free parameter to be fit in the mixture-model analysis.
The mixture models were fit using the EM algorithm to find the mixing parameters and µ r h for each of the 100 observations. This method has two main advantages over a more typical method used by astronomers of using a fixed boundary between globular clusters and background galaxies in (r h , z)-space. The mixture method accounts for variation in size of globular clusters from one host galaxy to another. In addition, the soft classifications provided by the mixture models allow samples of probable globular clusters to be obtained with different levels of contamination, depending on the needs of different science questions.
Red and blue galaxies
Galaxies generally fall into two groups: one class known as early-type galaxies (which are smaller, older, redder, and less likely to have star formation) and the other class known as late-type galaxies (which are larger, younger, bluer, and more likely to have star formation). The presence of two classes can be seen in distributions in galaxy colors, for example the Sloan g − i color index, with a group of "blue" galaxies and a group of "red" galaxies. The two populations have color distributions that overlap, which means that some "red" galaxies have bluer colors than some "blue" galaxies, and vice versa. A number of studies have dealt with this distribution using a line on the colormagnitude diagram to separate both classes, with objects falling on one side of the line being assigned to one class and objects on the other side assigned to the other class (e.g., Bell et al., 2003; Baldry et al., 2004; Peng et al., 2010) . However, when different proposed dividing lines are applied, the properties of the resulting samples, for example their galaxy mass distributions, will differ (Taylor et al., 2015, their Figures 3 and 4) . Taylor et al. (2015) instead used a mixture model approach to this problem. Their galaxy data originated from the GAMA project (Driver et al., 2011) , from which they derived a subset containing more than 23,000 objects pruned for reliability and to avoid biases from selection effects. Two variables were included in the analysis, galaxy mass M and g − i color (corrected for redshift). A complex model with 40 parameters was used to describe the "red" and "blue" galaxies in (log M , g −i) space. This model used gamma functions (known in astronomy as the Schechter (1976) function) to describe the distribution of galaxy masses, and models describing the color-mass relations, the scatter around these relations, and outlying data points. This model has more parameters than are necessarily demanded by the data. However, the purpose of the model is to provide a sufficiently flexible model that will describe the data, not an in-depth study of the model parameters; and the authors stated that, based on their analysis, they were not "grossly overfitting the data." Fitting was performed with a Markov chain Monte Carlo method with uniform or uninformative priors using the Python software package EMCEE (Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013) .
The result of the analysis was a soft classification of galaxies into two populations, with no evidence for the existence of an intermediate "green" population of galaxies. For both the "red" galaxies and the "blue" galaxies, the mass functions were similar to single Schechter function. Small deviations included an excess of "red" galaxies with low mass and a deficit of "blue" galaxies with high mass. The mixture-model mass functions avoid some of the unexpected artifacts present in the mass functions produced by hard classification methods. The models of the two populations show that colors of "blue" galaxies do not depend strongly on mass, but that the colors of "red" galaxies do vary strongly with mass. The most massive "red" galaxies have red g − i colors indicative of very little star formation. However, the mixture-model fit suggests that these galaxies are only one end of a broader distribution, which includes lower-mass "red" galaxies that are not as different in color from the "blue" population (Taylor et al., 2015, their Figures 10 and 11 ).
Advanced mixture model applications
For more advanced statistical modeling of data, it is often convenient if a distribution can be described by a flexible parametric model, and mixtures of normal distributions are one such possibility. Many probability density functions can be mimicked by normal mixture models (e.g., McLachlan & Peel, 2000) , so these models can often be used to estimate distributions of data even in cases in which there is no theoretical reason to suspect that the data should originate from multiple components. Here, we describe two applications in astronomy where advanced methods for dealing with problems such as heteroscedastic measurement errors or missing values become feasible when it is assumed that underlying distributions are described by normal mixture models. These examples demonstrate how a mixture model can be incorporated into a hierarchical statistical model, facilitating the computation of a likelihood for complicated scenarios that may arise in astronomy.
Regression with heteroscedastic uncertainties
Astronomers are often interested in the relationship between two properties of a cosmic population, but must infer results from samples that are limited by telescope sensitivity or subject to significant heteroscedastic measurement uncertainties. Fortunately, measurement uncertainties can usually be directly measured from calibration tests conducted under identical conditions to the true observation, and can thus enter the dataset rather than be parametrized in the model.
A widely cited treatment of such problems in astronomy is a bivariate regression procedure involving semi-parametric density estimation using mixture models by Kelly (2007) . This approach uses normal mixture models as part of a hierarchical model of the problem, a strategy developed by generalizing a model presented by Carroll et al. (1999) to allow for heteroscedastic measurement error. In this case, the mixture model is an internal part of an algorithm, rather than a fundamental property of the input or the output of the statistical analysis. Thus, the properties of the mixture model, such as number of components and component parameters, are not important so long as the model can provide an adequate approximation of the underlying distribution. By using a mixture model framework, Kelly (2007) is able to construct a likelihood for a hierarchical model, which can then be used to perform maximum-likelihood estimation or Bayesian inference.
For a case of linear regression with measurement errors on both the independent and dependent variables, Kelly (2007) construct a hierarchical model. Note that in this chapter we have altered the notation used by Kelly (2007) to be consistent with usage in the rest of the book. We denote the intrinsic value of the independent variable ξ and the dependent variable ι with the relation
where (α, β) are the regression coefficients and the error term i is a random variable drawn from a normal distribution with variance σ 2 . However, observational effects will yield measurement errors (which may be correlated) on both ξ and ι. We model the relation between observed values (x, y) and intrinsic values (ξ, ι) with the standard errors-in-variables formulation,
where the errors for each measurement ( x,i , y,i ) are drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with known covariance matrix
Finally, we assume that the distribution of the intrinsic variable ξ has the probability distribution of a G component univariate normal mixture model, with mixing components η g , means µ g , and standard deviations τ g . This scenario can be described by the following hierarchical model
The observed data likelihood can be found by integrating the complete data likelihood over the missing data (ξ, ι). Thus, we are able to obtain an equation for the observed data likelihood in terms of observed quantities, x, y, and Σ, and the model parameters, which we write as ψ = (η, µ, τ 2 ) and θ = (α, β, σ 2 ):
This separation into components is possible due to the hierarchical nature of the model. Substituting the probability distributions from Equations 19.8-19.10, and integrating over ξ and ι yields,
where,
Equation 19.11 expresses the likelihood of the hierarchal model in terms of the observational data, the mixture model parameters, and the regression model parameters. Kelly (2007) provide an example from Kelly & Bechtold (2007) where this method is useful for regression analysis. The data consist of 39 quasars that had been observed with the Chandra X-ray Observatory and SDSS. Figure 19 .6 is a scatter plot showing two quantities obtained from these data, Γ x , the "X-ray photon index" -a measure of the distribution of energies of X-ray photons from the quasars, and log L bol /L Edd , an estimate of the rate of inflow of matter onto the central black hole in these quasars in terms of the theoretical maximum rate. In this example, the uncertainties on both estimates are independent. Using Bayesian methods with Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, a reasonable set of priors, and G = 2 mixture components, Kelly (2007) estimateα = 3.12±0.41,β = 1.35±0.54, andσ = 0.26±0.11. From the mixture model parameters, it turns out that the scatter in the independent variable, Γ x , is dominated by measurement error.
Implementation of the linmix err algorithm in IDL is available from the IDL Astronomy User's Library 1 and in python is available from GitHub. 
Deconvolution of distributions from data with heteroscedastic errors and missing information
The remarkable ability of normal mixture models to closely model many different probability density functions is also used by Bovy et al. (2011) in their Extreme Deconvolution algorithm. This algorithm is used to recover underlying distribution functions in cases where individual measurements have known heteroscedastic uncertainties and/or some variables are missing due to projection effects. For example, for astronomers studying the motions of stars by measuring their position in images of the sky (proper motion), the velocity of a star in three-dimensional space would be projected onto the two-dimensional plane of the sky. In this case, the component of velocity parallel to the line of sight is the missing data. The model created by Bovy et al. (2011) describes the intrinsic distribution of quantities subject to these observational limitations, with the assumption that the intrinsic distribution is a mixture of multivariate normal distributions. Regression of log L bol /L Edd as a function of X-ray photon flux Γ x fit using the hierarchical model using Bayesian inference. The individual uncertainties on the dependent and independent variables are indicated by the error bars (marking one standard deviation). Spread in the observed Γ x is dominated by measurement error rather than intrinsic spread. (Kelly, 2007) The method addresses the common challenge of "deconvolution" in astronomy, but, unlike the conventional deconvolution methods used by astronomers, it allows each measurement to have individual uncertainties.
In this model, the observed data w are related to the intrinsic values v through the addition of measurement error i . Here, the use of boldface notation indicates that variables w and v may be elements of multi-dimensional vector spaces. We assume that the measurement error for each observation w i is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with a known covariate matrix S i . In addition to uncertainty, Bovy et al. (2011) also include transformation and projection of the data with a projection matrix R i to account for missing data.
When including all these effects, the observed data are related to the intrinsic values by the equation,
The next assumption is that the intrinsic variable v has the probability distribution of a G-component normal mixture model,
where η g are the mixing coefficients, m g are the means of the components, and V g are their covariance matrices. The estimation of these model parameters, denoted as θ, is the desired output of the algorithm.
The observed likelihood equation for this model is then
for which,
Performing the integral over v gives a likelihood in the form of a normal mixture model, which is written
where the covariance matrices are
The log-likelihood for θ, given all n observations w i , is then
This log-likelihood equation can be used for maximum-likelihood estimation or Bayesian inference to estimate the parameters α g , m g , and V g of the intrinsic distribution. Bovy et al. (2011) use an EM approach to address this problem. Implementation of the Extreme Deconvolution algorithm in python is available from GitHub.
3
The Extreme Deconvolution method has been useful in assessing the structure and kinematics (star motions) of our Milky Way Galaxy. Bovy et al. (2009) used the algorithm to model the three-dimensional kinematics of 10 4 stars in the solar neighborhood based on their two-dimensional tangential velocities as measured in the plane of the sky by the Hipparcos satellite. In this example, the radial velocities of individual stars is unknown and the uncertainties on the tangential velocities depend on the stars' brightnesses and distances. Figure 19 .7 shows the three-dimensional velocity distributions recovered for the Hipparcos stars, projected onto the x-y plane. Contours and gray-scale show density of sources, with the clumps in the distribution being likely kinematic moving groups. In this example, the Extreme Deconvolution algorithm was successful at identifying major known moving groups based on three dimensional kinematics.
FIGURE 19.7
The recovered three-dimensional distribution of stellar velocities for Hipparcos stars in the solar neighborhood is projected onto the x-y plane. Density is indicated by the grayscale and contour lines. Clumps in the image are moving groups. (Bovy et al., 2011) 
Conclusions
We have reviewed here both traditional normal mixture models and some unusual types of mixture modeling in astronomical research. Several lines of reasons suggest there is considerable potential for the expansion of such statistical applications in the future:
1. The appearance of the phrase "mixture model" in astronomical research papers has increased considerably in recent years from a negligible level prior to 2000, to a dozen studies annually around 2010 and several dozen studies around 2015. This is mostly due to promulgation of a few astrostatistical papers in certain subfields (Ashman et al. 1994; Muratov & Gnedin 2010; Kelly 2007; Bovy et al. 2011) . Knowledge of the broader methodology among astronomers is weak; out of 20,000 papers published annually barely 2 refer to the authoritative monograph by McLachlan & Peel (2000) . But the actual use is undoubtedly much greater, as most astronomers are not familiar with the label "mixture models" and simply view them as a class of multi-component regression models. The occurrence of mixtures − overlapping populations in a survey, groups of stars or galaxies from different classes, clouds of gas with different velocities in a single structure, and so forth − is very common in astronomy.
2. Astronomers have often grouped points in a p-dimensional space − where the dimensions can represent either spatial location or values of some space of observed properties − using heuristic methods. A common procedure is to construct a decision tree classifier by visual examination without algorithm. Long-standing classifications of galaxy morphology, active galactic nuclei, supernovae and other classes of cosmic objects are based these on subjective procedures. In cases where the property distributions can be represented by multivariate normals or similar distributions, mixture modeling can improve definitions of classes and allow new objects to be associated with these classes in an objective fashion. For example, de Souza et al. (2017) have refined a traditional heuristic 3-cluster division of galaxy by emission line properties (the Baldwin-Phillips-Terlevich diagram) into a 4-cluster structure using Gaussian mixture models.
3. In cases where astronomers have used objective clustering procedures such as the single-linkage "friends-of-friends" algorithm, the resulting classifications are often unstable to arbitrary choices of nonparametric procedures. Shifting to maximum likelihood estimation of parametric mixture models can lead to more stable and reproducible classifications. In particular, the number of components emerges from quantitative model selection measures such as the BIC rather than from subjective decisions.
4. Today in the early 21 st century, enormous resources are being devoted to wide-field sky surveys in many spectral bands. Like commercial fishing trawlers that draw a wide variety of sea creatures in a single haul, these surveys collect vast numbers of stars, galaxies, active galactic nuclei, and transient phenomena. Mixture models should be promoted as important classification tools to treat these problems arising from SDSS, LSST and similar large surveys.
Statisticians can not only help improve interpretation of astronomical data, but can find a rich world of datasets in astronomy for testing methodological developments in mixture modeling. Nearly the entire research literature is publicly available online in full text through the NASA/SAO Astrophysics Data System (http://adswww.harvard.edu/abstract service.html). A considerable fraction of the data underlying these studies are publicly available. Petabytes of calibrated images, spectra, and time series are provided by archive centers for both space-based and ground-based observatories. But derived tabular material may be more useful for the statistician. These include large billion-object catalogs from surveys such the SDSS, and smaller catalogs and tables from specialized studies. The Vizier Web service (http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr) gives access to thousands of such tables, including a dozen with more than 10 8 objects. Catalogs of cosmic populations with specified properties can be obtained from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database, SIMBAD database, and the International Virtual Observatory Alliance. However, due to the complexities of the scientific questions and the individual peculiarities of each survey, we recommend that statisticians exercise their expertise in collaboration with as-tronomers to address important astronomical and astrophysical questions in a reliable fashion.
